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The relatively simple communication, breeding, and egg-making systems that govern
reproduction in female Drosophila retain homology to eusocial species in which these
same systems are modified to the social condition. Despite having no parental care,
division of labor, or subfertile caste, Drosophila may nonetheless offer a living test
of certain sociobiological hypotheses framed around gene function. In this review,
we make this case, and do so around the recent discovery that the non-social fly,
Drosophila melanogaster, can respond to the ovary-suppressing queen pheromone of
the honey bee Apis mellifera. Here, we first explain the sociobiological imperative to
reconcile kin theory with molecular biology, and qualify a potential role for Drosophila.
Then, we offer three applications for the fly-pheromone assay. First, the availability
and accessibility of massive mutant libraries makes immediately feasible any number
of open or targeted gene screens against the ovary-inhibiting response. The sheer
tractability of Drosophila may therefore help to accelerate the search for genes in
pheromone-responsive pathways that regulate female reproduction, including potentially
any that are preserved with modification to regulate worker sterility in response to queen
pheromones in eusocial taxa. Secondly, Drosophila’s powerful Gal4/UAS expression
system can complement the pheromone assay by driving target gene expression into
living tissue, which could be well-applied to the functional testing of genes presumed to
drive ovary activation or de-activation in the honey bee or other eusocial taxa. Finally,
coupling Gal4 with UAS-RNAi lines can facilitate loss-of-function experiments against
perception and response to the ovary inhibiting pheromone, and do so for large numbers
of candidates in systematic fashion. Drosophila’s utility as an adjunct to the field of insect
sociobiology is not ideal, but retains surprising potential.
Keywords: insect sociobiology, functional genetics, Apis mellifera, mutations, GAL4-UAS

INTRODUCTION
Sociobiology is the evolutionary genetic study of social behavior (Crozier and Pamilo, 1996; Frank,
1998; Bourke, 2011). Its premise is simple: natural selection of gene variants can explain evolved
aspects of social behavior. By adopting this gene’s-eye-view of behavioral evolution we can begin
to ask, how does a gene associated with a particular behavior change in frequency? For social
phenotypes, whereby the trait is defined in terms of fitness consequences (West et al., 2007), this
approach has proven useful—for example, by explaining how genes for altruism can evolve despite
their cost to personal fitness.
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conditions specified by Hamilton’s Rule. The rule—so named by
Charnov (1977)—is a heuristic statement that predicts altruism
when the direct cost, c, of helping is small in relation to the
direct fitness benefit, b, to the recipient of that help, provided the
recipient is sufficiently likely, r, to carry copies of the causal gene.
Or, rb > c.

Further, by incorporating the notion of environmental
selection of genetic variants into its framework, sociobiology
implicitly melds “nature” with “nurture” (Robinson, 2004;
Crozier, 2008) and can advance our understanding of behavioral
evolution on two fronts. First, it makes clear that differences in
genotype (or environment) can explain individual differences in
behavior, which opens up the prospect of finding the very genes
(or environments) involved. Second, it questions the adaptive
value of behavioral variants and their relative impact on fitness,
which helps us to understand the ultimate function of behavior.
The molecular “how” combined with the evolutionary “why” of
sociobiology make this field as fascinating as it is contentious.
At a practical level, sociobiologists have been successful at
adopting analytical tools developed within the social sciences—
for example, longitudinal or cross-sectional studies, common
garden or cross-fostering techniques, and population vs.
individual level analyses of variance, etc.—are all commonly
used in this field (Hughes, 1998). Moreover, sociobiologists
have increasingly begun to deploy sophisticated molecular tools
that are ultimately imported from the health sciences (Smith
et al., 2008). These tools include genotype–phenotype association
analyses, molecular screens, and statistical tests for determining
the genetic effects on social traits. The field of sociobiology
is therefore bourgeoning and has a history of assimilating
seemingly disparate angles and ideas into its single unified
conceptual framework that is Hamilton’s (1964, 1972) inclusive
fitness theory (Reeve, 2001; Lehmann and Keller, 2006; Abbot
et al., 2011; Gardner et al., 2011; Bourke, 2014; Liao et al., 2015).
Inclusive fitness theory lends itself well to the evolutionary
genetic study of behavior. For one, it is explicitly gene centric,
which makes clear the primacy of gene-level thinking. This
emphasis on the gene as the unit of selection has, in the
past 50 years, re-shaped our understanding of how selection
actually works (Dawkins, 1976; Herbers, 2013). Specifically, it
generalizes the Darwinian understanding that selection tends to
maximize direct fitness of individuals when, rather, it tends to
optimize direct vs. indirect fitness trade-offs, the latter of which is
measured through the focal individual’s fitness effect on its nondescendent relatives. Darwin’s original emphasis on direct fitness
can therefore be regarded as a special case of Hamilton’s more
general theory of inclusive fitness (West and Gardner, 2013),
which includes both direct and indirect fitness components.
When fitness is thus partitioned it is possible to clearly
distinguish four different types of social behavior (West et al.,
2007). For example, selfishness is recognized by a positive (direct)
fitness effect to an individual actor with a correspondingly
negative effect on one or more receivers who are, in effect,
exploited. Cooperation, by contrast, is recognized from the
positive fitness outcome for actor and receiver alike. Selfishness
and cooperation are readily explained by positive fitness effects
on the actor and do not invoke any indirect fitness effects.
Altruism, however, is different. This type of social interaction is
costly to the actor, and thus cannot evolve via direct benefit. Still,
altruism has evolved and is most evident in the reproductively
altruistic (even sterile) castes of the eusocial insects. Hamilton’s
insight has proven especially helpful to explain this type of
altruism (Crozier and Crespi, 2000), which can evolve under
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GENES FOR ALTRUISM
The independent evolution of eusociality featuring altruism
across different spectra of life creates opportunities for
comparative analyses (Crespi, 1996; Thorne and Traniello, 2003;
Terrapon et al., 2014; Berens et al., 2015; Kapheim et al., 2015;
Patalano et al., 2015; Rehan and Toth, 2015). On one hand, it is
possible that each origin is a unique response to indirect selection
on taxon-specific genes for socially altruistic phenotypes (or,
more loosely, on taxon-specific “social genes;” Kapheim et al.,
2015). If so, then we expect to see little homology between
species for gene sets that regulate aspects of sociality. On the
other hand, it is conceivable that the evolution and expression
of altruistic work occasionally or regularly involves functionally
related genes, or other genetic features like gene pathways,
gene modules or gene networks (reviewed in Mikheyev and
Linksvayer, 2015). To the extent that conserved genetic features
are merely modified from selfish ancestries to now regulate
complex social phenotypes, we can exploit comparative analyses
to find them.
Finding these genes and their extended genotypes (modules,
networks) may not be easy. As insightful as inclusive fitness
theory is at highlighting the importance of gene-level thinking for
understanding the evolution and expression of social traits, the
identity or even qualities of the genes promoting social novelty,
including altruism, remain mostly unknown (Thompson et al.,
2013; Kapheim, 2016). We echo recent sentiment that there is
every opportunity to couple gene-minded behavioral ecology
and sociobiology with the practical tools of molecular biology
(Robinson et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008; Johnson and Linksvayer,
2010; Kapheim et al., 2015; Rehan and Toth, 2015). In principle,
it should be possible to find real genes that specifically underlie
reproductive altruism for a given taxon (Thompson et al., 2013;
Akçay et al., 2015; Linksvayer, 2015). Why not? This fitnessdefined trait has clearly evolved, and as such, must be underlain
by gene variants that have been selected to regulate this behavior
within social environments.
In this practical sense, genes for altruism are not just
hypothetical variables in a conceptual formula—as in Hamilton’s
(1963) “g.” They are real molecular loci, even if they are
pleiotropic, and otherwise known for relatively unspectacular
metabolic, structural, nervous, developmental or regulatory
functions (Bloch and Grozinger, 2011; Mullen and Thompson,
2015). In effect, a “gene for altruism,” or, a gene for any social
trait, can be detected by the genotypic difference that explains
the behavioral variant in a given environment—for example,
a genotypic tendency for parental (selfish) vs. alloparental
(altruistic) care at a mixed brood nest. For sociobiology this basic
tenet of behavioral genetics should be readily applied through
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transition (Schwarz et al., 2007; Woodard et al., 2011; Kapheim
et al., 2015; Rehan and Toth, 2015). But how far down the
phylogenetic tree can you go? Despite ∼350 million years of
divergence between flies (Diptera) and the order containing
bees (Hymenoptera), comparative studies using species of flies
to model the genetics of complex behavior has proven useful
and retains surprising potential (Sokolowski, 2001; Robinson
and Ben-Shahar, 2002; Reaume and Sokolowski, 2011). For
example, studies using fruit flies to elucidate the mechanism
involved in honey bee worker sterility date back to the late 1960s;
Sannasi (1969) found that adult female Drosophila reduced their
ovary size in a manner comparable to queen-right worker bees
when exposed to a component (9-ODA) of honeybee queen
pheromone. So did the house fly Musca domestica (Nayer, 1963).
Further, the same component reduces ovarian development in
other insect species, including social ones like termites (Hrdý
et al., 1960; Sannasi and George, 1972) and ants (Carlisle and
Butler, 1956). It is clear that A. mellifera queen mandibular
pheromone can potentially influence the reproductive phenotype
of other insects, but the reason is unclear. We speculate
that, despite its derived chemical composition (Oi et al.,
2015), A. mellifera queen mandibular pheromone, like other
Hymenopteran queen pheromones (Van Oystaeyen et al., 2014),
likely evolved through modification of fertility signals already
present in pre-social ancestors (Chapuisat, 2014; Oliveira et al.,
2015; Peso et al., 2015) and thus may retain sufficient structural
homology to extant pheromones to inadvertently stimulate the
fertility pathways of these insects. Alas, despite lacking a social
repertoire—no parental care, division of labor, or subfertile
caste—Drosophila’s conspicuous response to ovary-inhibiting
queen bee pheromone, together with its base homology and
genetic tractability (Table 1), open experimental possibilities
to tease-out conserved gene functions in reproduction-related
behaviors. This bee-to-fly approach will not help to directly
uncover any role for genetic novelty in social evolution, which is
clearly important (Johnson and Tsutsui, 2011), but will address
its converse—the role for conserved mechanisms that are not
unique to social taxa, just secondarily co-opted to perform within
a social context. At any rate, Drosophila spp. do express mild
social phenotypes related to feeding (Tinette et al., 2004) larval
burrowing (Wu et al., 2003), mating (Villella and Hall, 2008), and
nearest-neighbor spacing (Simon et al., 2012), among other traits
that are potentially comparable to their highly social versions in
eusocial taxa.
One reproduction-related trait from Drosophila that may
prove relevant to comparative insect sociobiology is how
females regulate their ovaries in response to environmental
cues (Emerson et al., 2009). The ramping up and down of
personal reproduction in females via ovary activation and deactivation is comparable to this same physiological process in
worker honeybees, where workers de-activate their ovaries and
adopt reproductively altruistic roles in response to queen signal
(Winston, 1987). The potential for this comparison was realized
in full by Camiletti et al. (2013) who built upon earlier findings
(Nayer, 1963; Sannasi, 1969) to show that female Drosophila
are responsive to a synthetic blend of ovary-inhibiting queen
mandibular pheromone (QMP) components from A. mellifera.
Virgin Oregon-R flies, among other Drosophila strains (Camiletti

Hamilton’s rule, which nicely phrases the conditional effect of
genetic differences (r) within an environmental context (b, c).
If so, it should be possible to find the genes that mediate the
expression of reproductive altruism. Of course, the causal gene
is not kin selected if its transmission is incidental, but rather is
selected when the effect of altruism itself is to increase the direct
fitness of related beneficiaries, over and above what their direct
fitness would have otherwise been.
So where are these genes, and what qualities might they
have? For one, we expect them to be differentially expressed
between reproducing (selfish) and non-reproducing (altruistic)
individuals. The honey bee (Apis mellifera) has proven to be
a useful model in this regard. It is possible to experimentally
manipulate the application of queen or brood pheromone,
and with it the activation or de-activation of worker ovaries.
From here, one can screen for genes that are functionally
associated with the pheromone-induced onset of worker sterility
and associated helping behavior that, together, represent the
honey bee’s instance of altruism. Early screens using microarrays
uncovered suites of genes that correlated in their expression
with worker ovary de-activation (reviewed by Mullen et al.,
2014; Sobotka et al., 2016). The technology-driven generation of
these candidates was an important step toward understanding
the molecular basis of honey bee worker sterility (Lattorff
and Moritz, 2013; Mullen and Thompson, 2015). But how do
these genes respond to their environment and to each other to
coordinate direct vs. indirect fitness trade-offs within individuals?
We expect genetic effects on social traits to be mediated
through environmentally responsive networks (Schwander et al.,
2010; Bendesky and Bargmann, 2011), and indeed, this idea is
substantiated by empirical studies that situate socially-relevant
gene sets within a transcriptional regulatory context (Grozinger
and Robinson, 2007; Cardoen et al., 2011; Chandrasekaran et al.,
2011; Molodtsova et al., 2014), including pheromone-responsive
genes for honey bee worker sterility (Mullen et al., 2014; Sobotka
et al., 2016). Multi-gene network studies are useful because they
represent graphical molecular hypotheses about how sociality is
coordinated at the molecular level (Kapheim, 2016). The validity
of these and other molecular hypotheses for the coordination
of worker sterility are, however, only beginning to be tested in
vivo (Jarosch et al., 2011; Ronai et al., 2015), probably because
it is not as easy to perturb known or presumed network nodes
in honeybees or other eusocial taxa via strategic gene knockdown as it is for a fully tractable insect model like Drosophila
melanogaster. Notwithstanding tremendous progress in the
application of gene-transforming technologies to A. mellifera
(Jarosch and Moritz, 2011; Scott et al., 2013; Schulte et al.,
2014), we present a complementary approach that seeks to
leverage more from Drosophila as a surrogate model in insect
sociobiology, beyond the regular informatics comparisons to
Drosophila gene databases.

DROSOPHILA AS A NON-SOCIAL MODEL
OF SOCIAL GENE DISCOVERY
Genomic comparisons between species that differ in social
structure help to highlight the genes involved in each social
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 | Overview of Drosophila and Apis insect model characteristics for social gene discovery.
Drosophila melanogaster

A. mellifera

Generation time

∼10–14 days1

Queens and drones 16 days, workers 21 days, 8 weeks for full colony2

Individual lifespan

∼120 days1

Workers 2–4 weeks in summer, or 5 months over winter; drones 4–8 weeks; queens
2–5 years2

Adult size

∼3 mm1

Workers ∼10–15 mm, queens ∼18–20 mm, drones ∼15–17 mm2

Growth conditions

Plastic vials with solid medium3

Hive with nectar and pollen foraging sources2

Ease of sampling

Small, but amenable to individual sampling

Hazardous with sting

Study period

Year-round in laboratory

Seasonal

Breeding populations

Males and females are fertile1

Queens and drones are fertile, workers mostly infertile2

Selective breeding

Virgin females mated to specific males1

Artificial insemination of queen4 , geographical, or temporal control over mating5

Databases

Flybase

BeeBase

Stock center

BDSC, VDRC, DGRC*

N/A

Strains available

∼141,100 fly lines available3

∼10 Natural mutant lines maintained by individual researchers

Genome size

143.9 MB over four chromosomes6

236 MB over 16 chromosomes7

Number of genes

∼17,7006

∼15,0007

Ploidy

Diploid males and females1

Halpodiploid males/diploid females2

Sex determination

Ratio of X chromosomes to autosomes1

Ploidy at csd locus2

PRACTICAL ISSUES

RESOURCE

GENETIC STRUCTURE

MOLECULAR TOOLS
Forward genetic tools

Many

Few

Reverse genetic tools

Many

Few

P-elements

∼19,000 to affect gene function8

In development, e.g., piggy bac9

RNAi

∼22,000 lines to disrupt gene function8

Functional but limited by efficiency and tissue specificity of dsRNAi uptake10

Gal4/UAS

Widely used

N/A

Generation of transgenic organism

Weeks

N/A

*Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC), Vienna Drosophila Resource Center (VDRC), Drosophila Genomics and Genetic Resources at Kyoto Institute of Technology (DGRC).
1, (Demerec, 1994); 2, (Winston, 1987); 3, (Attrill et al., 2016); 4, (Cobey et al., 2013); 5, (Oxley et al., 2010); 6, (Hoskins et al., 2015); 7, (Elsik et al., 2014); 8, (Wolf and Rockman,
2008); 9, (Schulte et al., 2014); 10, (Jarosch and Moritz, 2011).

function of genes that have previously been implicated in
Apis or other social insect reproduction. This classic “reverse
genetic” approach has proven useful—for example, by testing
how foraging (Camiletti et al., 2014) or Orco mutants respond
to ovary-inhibiting pheromone in Drosophila. Early observations
that Drosophila sitter (forS ) and rover (forR ) strains (Osborne,
1997) are behaviorally analogous, if not homologous, to nurse
and forager worker castes (Ben-Shahar et al., 2002) led Camiletti
et al. (2014) to test the sitter/rover response to QMP. Their
prediction was similar to that of Ben-Shahar et al. (2002)—
namely, that if nurse bees have higher reproductive potential than
do forager bees (Fussnecker et al., 2011) then sitter flies should
be more responsive to this ovary-inhibiting cue. Camiletti et al.
(2014) showed that sitters are more responsive to QMP relative
to rovers, and respond more-or-less as nurse bees normally
would, with smaller ovaries that contain fewer eggs. This “social”
response from flies to a bee pheromone underscores the notion
that even non-social insects can express some responsiveness
to social cues, and that this response varies with genotype. In
general, the interspecific response is consistent with a conserved
gene module affecting reproductive physiology. The differential
response among fly strains in particular suggests that for is itself
important for modulating the fly’s pheromonal response.

et al., 2014), treated with QMP develop smaller ovaries with
fewer eggs than do un-treated controls, but otherwise have
normal phenotypes. Remarkably, Drosophila females exposed
to this Apis fertility signal respond in a manner that is
comparable to the pheromone’s normal effect on workers—that
is, it renders them partially “sterile.” This unexpected finding
opens new experimental possibilities whereby we can use QMP
to manipulate ovary activation in Drosophila in a controlled
and repeatable manner, and then use mutant lines, gene drivers
and gene knock-downs, among other Drosophila resources, to
experimentally infer the genes, pathways and neural circuits
involved. To the extent that any of these genetic or genetically
encoded factors are present and functional in Apis or other social
insects, they become prime candidates for functional studies in
the social taxa themselves.

APPLICATION OF DROSOPHILA
GENE-FINDING TOOLS TO PREDICT APIS
BIOLOGY
The massive availability of Drosophila mutant lines via global
stock centers offer an obvious entry-level test for probing the
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or sexual behavior, ovary activation, or any other trait of interest,
and do so as flies are exposed to QMP, royal jelly or other social
cues. The fly-enabled targeted gene expression system, together
with the newly reported bee-like effects from flies in response
to social cues, could be adopted to fuel a series of creative
experiments centered on gene function.
One sociobiological application is to drive genes into female
flies that are predicted to induce social phenotypes in the
honeybee or other social taxa, even if these genes are not normally
present in the Drosophila genome. For example, Kamakura
(2011) drove a gene encoding royalactin—a protein that induces
the “royal” queen phenotype in developing A. mellifera larvae—
into female D. melanogaster to monitor the gene’s exogenous
effect on growth and reproduction. Likewise, Ren and Hughes
(2014) drove the gene encoding A. mellifera vitellogenin into
Drosophila metabolic tissues to test its effect on lifespan and
fecundity. Specifically they crossed a UAS-Apis Vg transgenic
fly line with flies harboring the fat body S106-Gal4. These
pioneering studies demonstrate the potential and feasibility of
Drosophila for testing the crude function of genes related to
social reproduction in a non-social insect model, with the
understanding that the ultimate test remains forthcoming when
similar technology eventually becomes available for the eusocial
taxa themselves. Any results from the fly model must therefore
be considered as provisional support for (or rejection of) the
functional molecular hypothesis under consideration. Negative
results in particular require careful interpretation of whether the
model failed (was idiosyncratic) or the biological hypothesis is
genuinely not supported.
Finally, the Gal4/UAS system can be coupled with RNAi to
knock down “social” genes in Drosophila. This combination of
targeted gene expression and gene silencing affords a higher
measure of control over the timing and target of knock-down
effects (Bakal, 2011). Depending on the availability of UAS-RNAi
construct lines (Dietzl et al., 2007) one can drive the silencing
of candidate genes or, systematically, whole gene families of
functional groups to reveal which individual genes from a larger
set are functionally required for the expression of a social or
reproductive phenotype. For honey bee genes, the combined
Gal4/UAS-RNAi canon could compliment cases where RNAi
via injection, feeding or nanospray of dsRNA was inefficient or
lacking in tissue specificity (Jarosch and Moritz, 2011; Li-Byarlay
et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2013).
One application might be to use the Gal4/UAS-RNAi
approach to uncover the subset of olfactory receptors (ORs)
that specifically “tune” Orco to the perception of QMP. It
should be possible to knock down individual ORs via Gal4driven RNAi insertions that are readily available from the Vienna
Drosophila RNAi Center (Dietzl et al., 2007). We envision
that crossing UAS-RNAi males with virgin elav-Gal4; UAS-dcr2
females will generate F1s that express OR-specific knockdowns.
From the recombinant offspring of each RNAi lines one could
use the Camiletti et al. (2013, 2014) queen pheromone assay to
systematically screen all of the ORs specific to Drosophila adults
(∼48; Laissue and Vosshall, 2008) to identify any receptors with a
strong knock down effect—i.e., where knock-downs fail to show
a worker-like phenotype upon exposure to QMP. Any candidates

Similarly, we predict that the fly’s response to bee pheromone
is likely mediated by olfaction, and if so it should be possible to
use a pheromone assay on Drosophila mutant lines to test this
prediction. The gene Orco encodes a major olfactory co-factor,
and available homozygous loss-of-function mutants that are
characterized by coding region deletions are effective at blocking
a wide range of olfactory stimuli, to the point of rendering the
Orco mutants essentially anosmic (Larsson et al., 2004; Steck
et al., 2012). We predict therefore that the ovary-inhibiting
response by wild-type Drosophila to Apis QMP will be muted in
Orco mutant assays. If this prediction is up-held, any such lackof-response would suggest that Orco—a 1-to-1 ortholog with the
bee’s AmOr2 (Robertson and Wanner, 2006)—is essential for
the perception of QMP and its downstream effect on ovaries.
This comparative test between Drosophila and Apis would
provide functional evidence for a leading hypothesis in insect
sociobiology—namely, for a deeply conserved reproductive
regulatory system shared with modification between social and
pre-social orders. Further, a functional demonstration from
mutant screens that Orco is specifically required to perceive QMP
would identify a clear ortholog (AmOr2) from the pheromoneresponsive pathway that may regulate honeybee, or other social
insect, worker sterility. But this, together with so many other
similarly reasoned bee-fly hypotheses, remains to be tested.
Next, Drosophila’s gene-driving Gal4/UAS system allows for
targeted control of transgene expression in specific tissues, and
even at specific developmental time points (Duffy, 2002; del Valle
Rodríguez et al., 2012). Gal4 itself is a transcription factor that
can be coupled with an endogenous promoter to direct transgene
expression of UAS (Upstream Activating Sequence)-responder
gene elements. The most widely used GAL4 drivers for tissues
of reproductive interest include elav-Gal4 (for neural tissues;
Yao and White, 1994), nos-Gal4 (for ovary tissues; Rørth, 1998),
and FB-Gal4 (for fat body tissues; Grönke et al., 2003), among
other driver lines, including those with ubiquitous expression
(i.e., actin-Gal4; Wilder, 2000). When Gal4-individuals are
mated with UAS-transgene construct partners—for example,
elav-Gal4 × UAS-GFP—their offspring inherit both transgenes
(elav-Gal4/UAS-GFP) and thus express the target gene, in this
case a green fluorescent protein (GFP). The ability to keep the
driver and responder components of this system separated in
parental lines until combined in the F1 affords a level of control
over gene expression that is not yet possible in any eusocial taxon.
For example, it allows for the controlled expression of potentially
toxic gene products under the regulation of UAS that will then
only be expressed in progeny that also carry the Gal4 transgene,
but remain unexpressed in stock populations. This may be of
interest to bee researchers wishing to exploit the fly model to
screen for toxicity of transgene products being vetted for control
of pests and pathogens in an agricultural context (Malone and
Pham-Delègue, 2001). It is also possible to use the fly Gal4/UAS
system to induce gene expression at different developmental time
points by, for example, using a heat shock-Gal4 driver (i.e., heat
shock protein 70) to induce UAS-responder gene expression as
individuals are heat shocked at, say, 37◦ C. One application here
might be to shock-induce target gene expression at larval, pupal,
or adult stages in the fly, and monitor the effects on reproductive
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number of taxa, including subsocial (Rehan et al., 2014) and
primitively eusocial (Sadd et al., 2015) species that are emerging
as alternate models from within the Hymenoptera. At present,
we argue that Drosophila, despite its lack of eusocial phenotype,
could play a useful role in social gene discovery—a major
mandate of the field of social insect biology. There is obviously
every reason to invest into non-Drosophilid models to advance
insect sociobiology (Hasselmann et al., 2015; Wurm, 2015), but
at the same time we can harness other tools that are currently
available, where appropriate. We are also optimistic of on-going
progress toward developing stable transgenic lines for social
Hymenoptera through use of a germ-line targeted transposon
called piggyBac (Schulte et al., 2014). The further development
of this technique could eventually facilitate the implementation
of tools like Gal4/UAS for direct use in Apis (Ben-Shahar, 2014)
and other social taxa to reveal more of the genetic and molecular
underside of sociobiology.

thus identified might therefore have some involvement in the
fly’s “normal” worker-like response to queen pheromone and,
through any functional homology, some involvement in response
to ovary inhibiting signal in the worker bee herself. This fly-tobee comparison will be challenging owing to the evolutionary
radiation of olfactory receptors in A. mellifera (Robertson and
Wanner, 2006), but detailed genealogies of bee-fly olfactory
receptor gene families (Zhou et al., 2012) provide a guide and
will facilitate identification of the A. mellifera olfactory receptors
that are most likely involved in the honey bee worker’s altruistic
response to queen pheromone. The validity of this DrosophilaApis comparative approach will rest in part on future tests of this
hypothesis.

WHAT NEXT FROM THE DROSOPHILA
MODEL?
Although, kin theory has long used a gene’s-eye view to help
model the evolution of eusocial breeding systems, molecular
biology is only beginning to uncover the genes involved. Here,
we highlight the role for one established genetic model to
help accelerate our understanding of the genetic and molecular
underpinnings of complex social behavior, including, potentially,
the genes that underpin reproductive altruism in eusocial insects.
We forecast several experiments in insect sociobiology using the
queen pheromone assay described above and a Drosophila model.
First, it should readily be possible to expand the comparative
utility of the Camiletti et al. (2013) pheromone assay to test the
response from male flies, and to test the response from other
insect species that share a more recent ancestry with bees than
does Drosophila. If female flies respond as (female) worker bees
do, then do male flies respond as (male) drones do? Preliminary
work in our lab at Western University (Canada) suggests that
QMP does excite male Drosophila to orient toward and court
conspecific females, much as it does to male Apis. What of
other Drosophila species? If the response from Oregon-R and
strains noted above is not strictly idiosyncratic then we predict
other insects should respond to QMP. If so, then QMP could
potentially be used to test the reproductive response in any
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